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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to an image forming apparatus, such as an electrophotographic copier, laser
beam printer, or facsimile machine.

Description of the Related Art

[0002] There is a known electrophotographic image forming apparatus that electrostatically forms a toner image on
the surface of a photo conductor serving as an image bearing member and electrostatically transfers the image to a
recording material (for example, paper) in close contact therewith. In such an image forming apparatus, a conductive
transfer roller or corona charger is used as a transfer member.
[0003] For example, the transfer member is pressed into contact with or brought in the proximity of a photo conductor,
thus forming a transfer portion between the photo conductor and the transfer member. A recording material is passed
through the transfer portion and a transfer bias voltage that has an opposite polarity to that of a toner image formed on
the photo conductor is applied to the transfer member, thereby transferring the toner image on the photo conductor to
the surface of the photo conductor.
[0004] Typical examples of the photo conductor for use in the image forming apparatus described above include an
organic photo conductor (OPC) and an amorphous silicon photo conductor (hereinafter referred to as an "a-Si photo
conductor"). The a-Si photo conductor is used as an electrophotographic photo conductor in, for example, a high-speed
copier or laser beam printer because it has a high hardness, exhibits high sensitivity to a semiconductor laser, and also
suffers very little degradation caused by repeated use.
[0005] The potential decay (dark decay) occurring after the completion of charging when the a-Si photo conductor is
used is larger than that occurring when the organic photo conductor is used. It is well known that the potential decay
characteristics of the photo conductor have temperature dependence. Therefore, it is well known that an exposure dose
varied in consideration of change in potential decay characteristics dependent on the overall temperature of the image
forming apparatus can be employed.
[0006] US 2002/0027951 discloses an image forming apparatus which stores a characteristic table two-dimensionally
representing the potential decay characteristic of the surface of the photo conductor. The exposure of the photo conductor
is controlled on the basis of the stored characteristic table. This control is described in detail hereinafter in the section
headed "Basic Operation of Process for Suppressing Image-density irregularities".
[0007] JP S58 52661 A discloses a copying machine in which a voltage applied to a light source used to expose a
photosensitive drum is controlled according to the temperature of the drum. The temperature is measured using a
thermistor arranged at a suitable location at which it rests on the drum surface or at a corresponding location inside the
copying machine.
[0008] Other examples of image forming apparatuses are disclosed in JP H07 209930 A and JP H09 185218.
[0009] However, in known techniques, only overall temperature changes inside the image forming apparatus are
considered. In operation of the image forming apparatus, temperature may be distributed inside the image forming
apparatus by unbalanced arrangement of heat sources, such as a fixing device and motor, and airflow. As a result,
uneven temperature distribution may be produced in the longitudinal direction of the photo conductor. In this case,
because the degree of influence of temperature on the potential decay characteristics varies in the longitudinal direction
of the photo conductor, even when the exposure dose is adjusted in accordance with the overall temperature of the
image forming apparatus, as in known techniques, the photo conductor may not be optimally exposed in the longitudinal
direction thereof. This problem is apt to be noticeable in an a-Si photo conductor, which is largely affected by temperature
decay characteristics.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0010] According to the present invention there is provided an image forming apparatus according to one of claims 1
to 7 and an image forming method according to cl. 8. An embodiment of the present invention is capable of forming an
excellent image whose image-density irregularities are suppressed even when unevenness in temperature is present
inside the image forming apparatus.
[0011] Further features of the present invention will become apparent from the following description of exemplary
embodiments with reference to the attached drawings.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0012]

Fig. 1 is a schematic sectional view that illustrates a structure of an image forming apparatus according to an
embodiment of the present invention.
Figs. 2A to 2F are schematic sectional views for describing a layered structure of a photo conductor.
Fig. 3 is a schematic perspective view of an example of a photosensitive drum and its surroundings.
Fig. 4A is a vertical sectional view that illustrates a state in which a contact of the resting photosensitive drum is
connected to a pin of a main body of the image forming apparatus, and Fig. 4B is a vertical sectional view that
illustrates a state in which the pin is detached from the contact and the photosensitive drum is rotatable.
Fig. 5 is a graph of a relation between an exposure condition of the photo conductor and a potential (EV curve).
Fig. 6 is a flowchart of an image output process.
Fig. 7 is a graph that shows an example of potential distribution in a surface of the photosensitive drum after the
surface is exposed.
Fig. 8 is a schematic diagram of potentials of a plurality of regions of the surface of the photosensitive drum after
the surface is exposed.
Fig. 9 is a block diagram for describing an example of image processing.
Fig. 10 is a block diagram of a process for correcting an exposure condition.
Fig. 11 is a flowchart of a process for correcting a potential decay characteristic table according to a second em-
bodiment.
Fig. 12 is a graph that shows an example of distribution of the surface potential of the photosensitive drum after the
surface is exposed.
Fig. 13 is a schematic diagram of potentials of a plurality of regions of the surface of the photosensitive drum after
the surface is exposed.
Fig. 14 is a schematic perspective view of the photosensitive drum and its surroundings according to a fourth
embodiment.
Fig. 15 is a sectional view that illustrates the photosensitive drum including a tag memory and an antenna substrate
of the main body of the image forming apparatus.
Fig. 16 is a graph that shows an example of temperature distribution in the vicinity of the surface of the photosensitive
drum.
Fig. 17 is a flowchart of a process for controlling an exposure condition according to the first embodiment.
Fig. 18 is a schematic diagram of temperature characteristics of a plurality of regions of the surface of the photo-
sensitive drum according to a third embodiment.

DESCRIPTION OF THE EMBODIMENTS

[0013] An image forming apparatus according to embodiments of the present invention is described in detail below
with reference to the accompanying drawings.

First Embodiment

Structure and Operation of Image Forming Apparatus

[0014] Fig. 1 is a schematic vertical sectional view that illustrates a structure of an image forming apparatus according
to an embodiment of the present invention. An image forming apparatus 100 of the present embodiment is a laser beam
printer that employs the tandem system and the intermediate transfer process and can form a full-color image.
[0015] The image forming apparatus 100 includes first, second, third, and fourth image forming portions 10a, 10b,
10c, and 10d as a plurality of image forming units inside a main body A of the image forming apparatus (hereinafter, the
main body of the image forming apparatus is referred to as a "main body of the apparatus"). In the present embodiment,
the first, second, third, and fourth image forming portions 10a, 10b, 10c, and 10d form yellow, magenta, cyan, and black
images, respectively. In the present embodiment, structures and operations of the first to fourth image forming portions
10a to 10d are substantially the same, except that the image forming portions use different toner colors. In the following
description, only when it is necessary to distinguish among them, the suffixes a, b, c, and d are added to reference
numerals to indicate that elements corresponding to the reference numerals are dedicated to the respective colors.
Otherwise, such suffixes are omitted and the elements are collectively described.
[0016] The image forming portion 10 includes a drum-type electrophotographic photo conductor (hereinafter referred
to as a "photosensitive drum") 1 as an image bearing member. The photosensitive drum 1 is rotated in the direction of
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the arrow R1 in the drawing. A charging device 2 as a charging unit and an exposure device 3 (laser scanner) 3 as an
exposure unit (exposure system) are disposed around the photosensitive drum 1. In addition, a developing device 4 as
a developing unit and a cleaning device (cleaner) 6 as a cleaning unit are disposed around the photosensitive drum 1.
A transfer device 5 is disposed so as to face the photosensitive drums 1a to 1d of the image forming portions 10a to
10d. In the present embodiment, a potential sensor 11 as a detecting unit configured to detect the potential of the surface
of the photosensitive drum 1 and a temperature sensor 12 as a temperature measuring device configured to measure
temperature of adjacent areas of the surface of the photosensitive drum 1 are disposed around the photosensitive drum
1. As will be described in detail below, at least two temperature sensors are disposed along the longitudinal direction of
the photosensitive drum 1 (the direction of an axis of rotation). Additionally, a pre-exposure device (pre-exposure light
source) 13 as a charge neutralizing unit configured to remove charges on the photosensitive drum 1 is disposed around
the photosensitive drum 1.
[0017] The transfer device 5 includes an endless intermediate transfer belt 51 as an intermediate transfer member.
The intermediate transfer belt 51 is wound around rollers as a supporting member and is moved around them (rotated)
in the direction of the arrow R2 in the drawing. Primary transfer rollers 52a to 52d as a primary transfer portion are
disposed inside the intermediate transfer belt 51 so as to face the photosensitive drums 1a to 1d, respectively. The
primary roller 52 presses the intermediate transfer belt 51 against the photosensitive drum 1 and forms a nip portion
(primary transfer nip) at a primary transfer portion N1 where the photosensitive drum 1 and the intermediate transfer
belt 51 are in contact with each other. A secondary transfer roller 53 constituting a secondary transfer portion and a
conveying belt 54 are disposed outside the intermediate transfer belt 51 so as to face one roller (secondary transfer
opposite roller) 55 of rollers around which the intermediate transfer belt 51 is wound. The secondary transfer roller 53
is disposed inside the conveying belt 54 and is in contact with the secondary transfer opposite roller 55 via the conveying
belt 54 and the intermediate transfer belt 51 arranged therebetween. This forms a nip portion (secondary transfer nip)
at a secondary transfer portion N2 being a contact portion between the intermediate transfer belt 51 and the conveying
belt 54.
[0018] A charge position charged by the charging device 2, an exposure position exposed by the exposure device 3,
a development position developed by the developing device 4, a primary transfer position primarily transferred by the
primary transfer roller 52, and a cleaning position cleaned by the cleaning device 6 on the photosensitive drum 1 are
arranged in this order along the rotational direction of the photosensitive drum 1. In the present embodiment, a potential
detection position detected by the potential sensor 11 on the photosensitive drum 1 is arranged downstream of the
exposure position and upstream of the development position in the rotational direction of the photosensitive drum 1. In
the present embodiment, a circumferential temperature measurement position measured by the temperature sensor 12
on the photosensitive drum 1 is arranged downstream of the development position and upstream of the primary transfer
position in the rotational direction of the photosensitive drum 1. In the present embodiment, a charge neutralization
position performed by the pre-exposure device 13 on the photosensitive drum 1 is arranged downstream of the cleaning
position and upstream of the charge position in the rotational direction of the photosensitive drum 1.
[0019] A conveying device 7 as a recording-material supplying unit, a fixing device 8 as a fixing unit, and a recording-
material output tray T as a recording-material eject unit are arranged inside the main body A of the apparatus in this
order from the upstream along the direction of conveyance of a recoding material (for example, paper) P. In addition,
an image reading device (original plate scanner) 9 as an image reading unit is disposed above the main body A of the
apparatus.
[0020] The photosensitive drum 1 is one in which a-Si photo conductor layers are laminated on the periphery of an
aluminum cylinder. The photosensitive drum 1 is rotated by a driving unit (not shown) in the direction of the arrow R1 in
the drawing at a predetermined process speed. The photosensitive drum 1 will be described in greater detail below.
[0021] The surface of the photosensitive drum 1 is uniformly charged by the charging device 2 to have a predetermined
polarity and a predetermined potential. One example of the charging device 2 is a corona charger that is in non-contact
with the photosensitive drum 1.
[0022] The charged photosensitive drum 1 is scanned and exposed by the exposure device 3, and an electrostatic
(latent) image is thereby formed on the surface of the photosensitive drum 1. The image reading device 9 includes a
light source 92 movable in the direction of the arrow m and in a direction opposite thereto. The light source 92 irradiates
an image surface of a document placed on an original plate glass 91, the image surface facing down. Light reflected
from the image surface is read by a charge-coupled device (CCD) (full-color sensor) 94 being an image pickup element
(photoelectric conversion element) via a reflector 95 and a lens 93. Read image information is processed as appropriate
and then input to the exposure device 3. The exposure device 3 exposes the surface of the photosensitive drum 1 in
accordance with the image information input from the image reading device 9 and forms an electrostatic latent image
thereon. The exposure device 3 includes a laser oscillator 31, a polygonal mirror 32, a lens 33, and a reflector 34.
[0023] Toner is attached to the electrostatic latent image formed on the surface of the photosensitive drum 1 by the
developing device 4, and the electrostatic latent image is developed as a toner image.
[0024] The toner image formed on the photosensitive drum 1 is transferred (primarily) to the intermediate transfer belt
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51 by the primary transfer roller 52. At this time, a voltage (primary transfer bias) having a polarity opposite to a normal
charge polarity of toner is applied to the primary transfer roller 52.
[0025] In full-color image forming, for example, the charging, exposing, and primarily transferring processes described
above are performed in the first to fourth image forming portions 10a to 10d. At the primary transfer portions N1a to N1d,
toner images of different colors are sequentially overlaid and are primarily transferred onto the intermediate transfer belt
51. Thus, superimposed images are formed on the intermediate transfer belt 51.
[0026] The recording material P accommodated in a recording-material cassette 71 of the conveying device 7 is
transported by a recording-material supply roller 72 and is supported on the surface of the conveying belt 54 wound
around a plurality of rollers by a conveying roller and other elements.
[0027] The toner images formed on the intermediate transfer belt 51 are collectively transferred (secondarily) to the
surface of the recording material P supported on the conveying belt 54. At this time, a voltage (secondary transfer bias)
having a polarity opposite to a normal charge polarity of toner is applied to the secondary transfer roller 53.
[0028] The recording material P with the combined toner image transferred is conveyed to the fixing device 8 by the
conveying belt 54. In the fixing device 8, the toner image is heated and pressed by a fixing roller 81 and a pressing roller
82, and the toner image is fixed on the surface. Subsequently, the recording material P is ejected onto the recording-
material output tray T.
[0029] Toner remaining on the photosensitive drum 1 after the completion of a primary transfer process is removed
and collected by the cleaning device 6. Toner remaining on the intermediate transfer belt 51 after the completion of a
secondary transfer process is removed and collected by an intermediate transfer member cleaner (not shown).
[0030] The image forming apparatus 100 according to the present embodiment can also form a monochrome image
using only the fourth image forming portion 10d, for example. In this case, an image forming operation is the same as
that described above, except that there are image forming portions that do not perform image formation.
[0031] The photosensitive drum 1 composed of an a-Si photo conductor will now be described with reference to Figs.
2A to 2F. Each of Figs. 2A to 2F is a schematic diagram that illustrates a part of portions located above an axis of the
photosensitive drum 1 in a vertical sectional view that includes the axis.
[0032] For an a-Si photo conductor as an image bearing member that has a photoconductive layer at its surface, the
photoconductive layer is formed from a non-single-crystal material that contains silicon atoms as a matrix and at least
one of hydrogen atoms and halogen atoms (hereinafter, this material is referred to as an a-Si: H, X (H represents a
hydrogen atom and X represents a halogen atom)).
[0033] The photosensitive drum 1 shown in Fig. 2A includes a cylindrical conductive drum (support) 21 and a photo-
sensitive layer 22 formed on the surface of the conductive drum 21. The conductive drum 21 is composed of, for example,
aluminum as a photo conductor. The photosensitive layer 22 includes a photoconductive layer 23 composed of a-Si: H, X.
[0034] The photosensitive drum 1 shown in Fig. 2B includes a conductive drum 21 and a photosensitive layer 22
formed on the surface of the conductive drum 21. The conductive drum 21 is composed of, for example, aluminum as
a photo conductor. The photosensitive layer 22 includes a photoconductive layer 23 composed of a-Si: H, X and an
amorphous silicon based surface layer 24.
[0035] Furthermore, as illustrated in Figs. 2C to 2F, the photosensitive layer 22 may further include an amorphous
silicon based charge injection blocking layer 25. The photoconductive layer 23 may include a charge generation layer
27 and a charge transport layer 28 that are composed of a-Si: H, X. The amorphous silicon based surface layer 24 may
be included in the photoconductive layer 23.
[0036] The charge injection blocking layer 25 is disposed as needed to block charges from being injected from the
conductive drum 21 to the photoconductive layer 23. The conductive drum 21 may be conductive in itself, or alternatively,
be electrically insulative one that is electrically conductive treated.
[0037] The photoconductive layer 23 being a part of the photosensitive layer 22 overlies the conductive drum 21 or,
as required, an underlayer (not shown). The photoconductive layer 23 can be formed by well-known techniques for
depositing thin films, such as plasma (enhanced) chemical vapor deposition (p-CVD), sputtering, vacuum deposition,
ion plating, photo CVD, and thermal CVD. The p-CVD process can use frequency bands of an RF band, VHF band, and
UHF band. Each of the layers described above can be made by well-known apparatuses and film formation techniques.
In the present embodiment, the thickness of the photoconductive layer 23 is appropriately determined in consideration
of that desired electrophotographic characteristics are obtainable, capacitance in use can be within a desired range,
and economic effects are achievable. The thickness of the photoconductive layer 23 can be 20 mm to 50 mm.
[0038] In Figs. 2A to 2F, reference numeral 26 represents a free surface.

Suppression of Image Density Irregularities

[0039] A process for suppressing image-density irregularities in the present embodiment will now be described below.
[0040] In operation of the image forming apparatus, uneven temperature distribution may occur inside a machine by
unbalanced arrangement of heat sources, such as the fixing device 8 and motor, and airflow.
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[0041] The present embodiment can form an excellent image whose image-density irregularities are suppressed even
when unevenness in temperature is present inside the image forming apparatus. The present embodiment can omit or
simplify a temperature control device, such as a heater, to maintain the temperature of the photo conductor constant.
[0042] In the present embodiment, to avoid unevenness in charging caused by a difference in potential decay char-
acteristic across the entire surface of the photosensitive drum 1 (a-Si photo conductor), in turn, image-density irregular-
ities, as illustrated in Fig. 10, the exposure conditions for exposure performed by the exposure device 3 are changed by
an image processing circuit 200. In the present embodiment, the exposure conditions are changed by modulating the
pulse width of a signal to be input to the exposure device. Typically, a great pulse width corresponds to a large amount
of exposure dose per unit area, and a narrow pulse width corresponds to a small amount of exposure dose per unit area.
Another way of changing the exposure conditions is to change the exposure dose per unit area by increasing laser power
by modulating the intensity of the exposure. In the present embodiment, two or more temperature measuring devices
are disposed inside the main body A of the apparatus, and the exposure conditions are corrected based on the temperature
distribution inside the main body A of the apparatus.
[0043] In the present embodiment, the image forming apparatus 100 includes the photosensitive drum 1, which is an
image bearing member that has a movable surface having a photoconductive layer, and the charging device 2, which
charges the surface of the photosensitive drum 1. In the present embodiment, a corona charger is used as the charging
device 2. The image forming apparatus 100 includes the exposure device 3 as an exposure unit configured to expose
the charged surface of the photosensitive drum 1 and to form an electrostatic latent image thereon and the image
processing circuit 200 as a control unit configured to control the exposure performed by the exposure device 3 in
accordance with image information. The image processing circuit 200 as the control device generates exposure data
based on the image information. The image forming apparatus 100 includes the developing device 4 as a developing
unit configured to attach toner to the electrostatic latent image and to develop it as a toner image and a transferring unit
configured to transfer the toner image from the photosensitive drum 1 to another member. The image forming apparatus
100 includes a memory chip 300 (Figs. 4A and 4B) as a storage unit that stores a temperature characteristic of the
surface potential of the photosensitive drum 1. The temperature characteristic of the surface potential is typically the
amount of change in the surface potential per unit temperature. The longitudinal direction of the photosensitive drum 1
is typically a direction transverse to (substantially perpendicular to) the direction of movement of the surface of the
photosensitive drum 1 (rotational direction thereof) and is typically a main scanning direction in optical scanning of the
exposure device 3.
[0044] The exposure conditions during exposure of the exposure device 3 can be changed in accordance with the
temperature characteristic stored in the memory chip 300. For an a-Si based photo conductor, even in the same exposure
conditions (the same exposure dose per unit area), when the temperature of the photo conductor increases by 1°C, the
exposure potential (potential of the photosensitive drum at the exposure position after exposure) decreases by approx-
imately 2-3 V. The memory chip 300 has a control table that controls the exposure conditions such that the exposure
potential is increased by approximately 2-3 V for every 1°C rise in temperature of the photo conductor. The image forming
apparatus 100 includes the temperature sensor 12 as a temperature measuring device capable of measuring temper-
atures in two different locations in the longitudinal direction of the photosensitive drum 1 to measure temperature inside
the main body A of the apparatus correlated with the surface temperature of the photosensitive drum 1. In the present
embodiment, two temperature sensors 12A and 12B are included as the temperature sensor 12. The image processing
circuit 200 changes the exposure conditions for exposure performed by the exposure device 3 based on measured
values measured by these two temperature sensors 12 and the potential decay characteristic table. The details will be
described below.
[0045] In the present embodiment, to suppress image-density irregularities resulting from temperature dependence
of the potential decay characteristics of the photosensitive drum 1, the exposure conditions are corrected based on
temperature distribution inside (within the machine of) the main body A of the apparatus.
[0046] As described above, in the present embodiment, the plurality of temperature sensors 12 as a temperature
measuring device are arranged in different locations in the longitudinal direction of the photosensitive drum 1 to measure
temperatures of adjacent areas of the surface of the photosensitive drum 1. In the present embodiment, as illustrated
in Fig. 3, the two temperature sensors are arranged such that the first temperature sensor 12A is disposed adjacent to
an end of the photosensitive drum 1 corresponding to the rear side of the main body A (the end is the leading end when
the photosensitive drum 1 is mounted in the main body A of the apparatus) and the second temperature sensor 12B is
disposed adjacent to the other front-side end.
[0047] More specifically, in the present embodiment, as the first and second temperature sensors 12A and 12B, a
thermocouple (or, for example, thermistors) capable of measuring the temperature of an atmosphere near the surface
of the photosensitive drum 1 is used. The length of the photosensitive drum 1 in the longitudinal direction is approximately
380 mm, whereas the first temperature sensor 12A is located approximately 30 mm away from the rear end of the
photosensitive drum 1 and the second temperature sensor 12B is located approximately 30 mm away from the front
end of the photosensitive drum 1. The distance between the photosensitive drum 1 and each of the first and second
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temperature sensors 12A and 12B is approximately 5 mm.
[0048] The arrangement of the temperature sensors 12 is not limited to the above. The temperature sensors 12 can
have any structure and be placed in any location as long as they can measure temperature variations of the main body
of the image forming apparatus, the temperature variations affecting the potential decay characteristics of the photo-
sensitive drum 1, with a desired accuracy. In other words, the temperature sensors 12 can have a structure and be
arranged so as to measure temperature of the inside of the main body A of the apparatus, the temperature being
correlated with the surface temperature of the photosensitive drum 1 affecting the potential decay characteristics of the
photosensitive drum 1. For example, the temperature sensors 12 may be arranged in a location slightly displaced from
the photosensitive drum 1, instead of being arranged immediately above the photosensitive drum 1.
[0049] As the temperature of adjacent area of the surface of the photosensitive drum 1, for example, the temperature
of a region 5 mm to 20 mm away from the surface of the photosensitive drum 1 can be measured. Moreover, the
temperature of a region 10 mm or less away from the surface of the photosensitive drum 1 can be measured. The
temperature of the surface of the photosensitive drum 1 can also be measured in a non-contact manner using an infrared
temperature measuring device or other devices. If the surface of the photosensitive drum 1 can be measured without
damage to the photosensitive drum 1, directly measuring the surface temperature leads to more accurate control. In
this case, a non-contact temperature measuring device, as described above, can be used.
[0050] The relationship between potential decay characteristics and temperatures of the photo conductor is obtained
as a characteristic of the photo conductor by actual measurement. In the photo conductor used in the present embodiment,
when the temperature of the photo conductor decreases by approximately 1°C, the exposure potential decreases by
approximately 3 V. Fig. 16 shows one example of an arrangement of the first and second temperature sensors 12A and
12B and temperature distribution in adjacent areas of the surface of the photosensitive drum 1. The state in Fig. 16 is
that the temperature adjacent to the first temperature sensor 12A is higher than the temperature adjacent to the second
temperature sensor 12B. When such temperature distribution is present, even if exposure is performed under the same
exposure conditions, the potential of a region adjacent to the first temperature sensor 12A tends to decrease, whereas
the potential of a region adjacent to the second temperature sensor 12B is less prone to decrease. To address this,
when the temperature of the photo conductor is approximately 1°C higher than a reference temperature, the exposure
dose is reduced to a value at which the exposure potential of the photosensitive drum 1 is increased by 3 V when
exposure is performed at the reference temperature.
[0051] A flowchart of a process for controlling the exposure conditions in consideration of unevenness in temperature
is shown in Fig. 17.
[0052] In step S301, the image processing circuit 200 reads results of measurement performed by the first and second
temperature sensors 12A and 12B. Then, in step S302, the image processing circuit 200 determines whether the tem-
peratures measured by the first and second temperature sensors 12A and 12B are the same.
[0053] When the image processing circuit 200 determines that the temperatures measured by the first and second
temperature sensors 12A and 12B are different (NO in step S302), flow proceeds to step S303. In step S303, temperature
distribution inside the main body A of the apparatus, more specifically, temperature distribution in adjacent areas of the
surface of the photosensitive drum 1 in the longitudinal direction of the photosensitive drum 1 is calculated.
[0054] In step S304, the image processing circuit 200 corrects the exposure conditions in the longitudinal direction of
the photosensitive drum 1 based on temperature characteristics of the surface potential of the photosensitive drum 1
and the calculated temperature distribution inside the main body A of the apparatus. In step S305, exposure is performed
based on image information and the exposure conditions corrected using the temperature sensors.
[0055] When the image processing circuit 200 determines that the temperatures measured by the first and second
temperature sensors 12A and 12B are the same (YES in step S302), the following process is performed. That is, in this
case, it is determined that temperature distribution inside the main body A of the apparatus, more specifically, temperature
distribution in adjacent areas of the surface of the photosensitive drum 1 in the longitudinal direction of the photosensitive
drum 1 is substantially uniform. Thus, in step S306, the exposure conditions in the longitudinal direction of the photo-
sensitive drum 1 are corrected based on the temperature characteristic of the surface potential of the photosensitive
drum 1. In step S305, exposure is performed based on image information and the exposure conditions corrected using
the temperature sensors.
[0056] The present embodiment is particularly useful for an image forming apparatus that does not include a heater
for controlling temperature (temperature control device) disposed inside the photosensitive drum 1. That is, according
to the present embodiment, a temperature control unit for maintaining the temperature of the photosensitive drum 1
constant, such as a heater, can be omitted or simplified, thus resulting in cost reduction. In addition, it is not necessary
to supply power to a heater, so the image forming apparatus is energy-saving. However, even if the photosensitive drum
1 is controlled by a heater so as to be maintained at a constant temperature, when uneven temperature distribution
arising from the location of a heat source or the like is present in the longitudinal direction of the photosensitive drum 1,
advantages of the present embodiment are obtainable. When the temperature of the photosensitive drum 1 is maintained
at a constant temperature using a heater, it is advantageous in that changes in sensitivity dependent on temperature
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can be stabilized and image defects caused by discharge products produced in charging can be avoided. One specific
structure of the temperature control device is a sheet heater arranged within the photosensitive drum 1 and configured
to radiate heat from the inside of the photosensitive drum 1 through the cylinder to control the temperature. The tem-
perature of the photosensitive drum 1 can also be controlled by the application of heat from an external heat source to
a shaft that fixes the photosensitive drum 1. According to the present embodiment, even if unevenness in temperature
is present inside the image forming apparatus, an excellent image whose image-density irregularities are suppressed
can be formed.

Second Embodiment

[0057] In the first embodiment, the apparatus that employs the photosensitive drum 1 in which, when the temperatures
are the same in the longitudinal direction thereof, the potential decay characteristics in the longitudinal direction are
substantially the same is described. A second embodiment is suitably used in the photosensitive drum 1 in which, even
when the temperatures are the same in the longitudinal direction thereof, the potential decay characteristics are different
in the longitudinal direction. A characteristic of the second embodiment is that the apparatus includes the memory chip
300 (Figs. 4A and 4B) as a storage unit that stores a potential decay characteristic table that indicates the potential
decay characteristic for each of regions in which the surface of the photosensitive drum 1 is divided at least in the
longitudinal direction thereof. In the potential decay characteristic table, information regarding the decay characteristics
of the surface potential of the photosensitive drum 1 is stored. The other configurations in the image forming apparatus
are fundamentally the same as the image forming apparatus in the first embodiment.
[0058] The a-Si photo conductor is produced by a process of making gas into a plasma with high-frequency waves or
microwaves and solidifying it, and then depositing it on an aluminum cylinder to form a film. It is difficult to uniformize
the plasma or place the aluminum cylinder in the center of the plasma, and it may be impossible to make the film forming
conditions uniform with high precision over the entire area of the surface of the photo conductor. For this reason, a
problem may occur in which unevenness in potential of the order of approximately 20 V in the entire area of the surface
of the photo conductor is present in the development position, and this unevenness in potential may cause image-density
irregularities.
[0059] This unevenness in potential is typically caused by (1) a difference in the charging performance arising from a
difference in capacitance resulting from unevenness in film thickness in film formation and (2) a difference in potential
decay characteristic arising from a local difference in film quality resulting from uneven film states or the like.
[0060] Even in a dark state, the potential decay after the completion of charging when the a-Si photo conductor is
used is significantly larger than that occurring when the organic photo conductor is used. In addition, the potential decay
is increased by an optical memory in image exposure. Therefore, to cancel an optical memory involved in the preceding
image exposure, it may be necessary to perform a pre-exposure before charging.
[0061] The optical memory will be described here. When the a-Si photo conductor is charged and image exposure is
performed, photocarriers are produced and the potential is decayed. At this time, however, the a-Si photo conductor
has many dangling bonds (unconnected bonds), and they become a localized level and trap a portion of the photocarriers,
thereby reducing the running property or reducing the possibility of recombination of photogenerated carriers. As a result,
in an image forming process, a portion of photocarriers produced by exposure is liberated from the localized level
simultaneously with the application of an electric field to the a-Si photo conductor in charging in the next charging step.
A difference of the surface potential arises between an exposed region and an unexposed region, and it results in an
optical memory.
[0062] To address this, it is common to make photocarriers latent inside the a-Si photo conductor excessive so as to
have uniform potential over the entire surface by performing uniform exposure using an exposing device before charging
to erase an optical memory. At this time, an optical memory (ghost) can be erased more effectively by increasing the
exposure dose for the pre-exposure emitted from the pre-exposure device or by using a wavelength in the pre-exposure
near to the peak of the spectral sensitivity (approximately 680 nm to 700 nm) of the a-Si photo conductor.
[0063] However, as described above, if unevenness in film thickness or a difference in potential decay characteristic
resulting from a difference in film quality is present in the a-Si photo conductor, because electric fields applied between
photoconductive layers are different, there is a difference in the liberation of photocarriers from the localized level.
Therefore, even if the photo conductor is uniformly charged in the charge position, unevenness in potential occurs in
the development position. In addition, it is disadvantageous in terms of charging performance because a region that has
a smaller film thickness has a larger capacitance, and a reduction in charging performance makes unevenness in charging
in the developing portion noticeable.
[0064] For the above reasons, potential decay between charging and development is significantly large, and the
potential decay may be the order of approximately 100 V to 200 V. At this time, the unevenness in film thickness and
the difference in potential decay characteristic, as described above, may cause unevenness in potential of the order of
approximately 10 V to 20 V in the entire surface of the photo conductor.
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[0065] If this unevenness in potential occurs, the a-Si photo conductor having large capacitance is more affected than
the organic photo conductor, because development contrast (difference between the potential in the exposed region
and the development bias potential) is smaller, and image-density irregularities may be noticeable.
[0066] To solve the above problems, the applicant proposes an image forming apparatus that changes the exposure
conditions in accordance with the potential decay characteristics of the surface of a photo conductor in Japanese Patent
Laid-Open No. 2002-067387, corresponding to U.S. Patent No. 6,466,244. In contrast to this known technique, the
second embodiment changes the exposure conditions in consideration of, additionally, influence of temperature distri-
bution in the longitudinal direction of the photo conductor.
[0067] An exemplary structure will be specifically described below. The image forming apparatus 100 includes the
memory chip 300 (Figs. 4A and 4B) as a storage unit that stores a potential decay characteristic table that indicates the
potential decay characteristic for each of regions into which the surface of the photosensitive drum 1 is divided at least
in the longitudinal direction thereof. The longitudinal direction of the photosensitive drum 1 is typically a direction trans-
verse to (substantially perpendicular to) the direction of movement of the surface of the photosensitive drum 1 (rotational
direction thereof) and is typically a main scanning direction in optical scanning of the exposure device 3. In the present
embodiment, the memory chip 300 stores the potential decay characteristic table that indicates the potential decay
characteristic for each of regions into which the surface of the photosensitive drum 1 is divided in the longitudinal direction
thereof and in a direction transverse to (substantially perpendicular to) the longitudinal direction. The direction transverse
to the longitudinal direction of the photosensitive drum 1 is typically the direction of movement of the surface of the
photosensitive drum 1 (rotational direction thereof) and is typically a sub-scanning direction in optical scanning of the
exposure device 3. That is, in the present embodiment, the image forming apparatus 100 includes the storage unit that
stores the potential decay characteristic table that two-dimensionally represents the potential decay characteristics of
the entire surface of the photosensitive drum 1.
[0068] The exposure conditions for exposure performed by the exposure device 3 can be changed in accordance with
the potential decay characteristic table stored in the memory chip 300 and the temperature measured by the temperature
sensor. More specifically, the image forming apparatus 100 includes the temperature sensor 12 as temperature measuring
devices configured to measure the temperature of the inside of the main body A of the apparatus correlated with the
surface temperature of the photosensitive drum 1 and disposed in at least two different locations in the longitudinal
direction of the photosensitive drum 1. In the present embodiment, two or more temperature sensors 12 as the temperature
measuring devices configured to measure the temperature of adjacent areas of the surface of the photosensitive drum
1 are disposed in the longitudinal direction of the photosensitive drum 1. The image processing circuit 200 corrects the
potential decay characteristic table based on measured values obtained by the at least two temperature sensors 12 and
changes the exposure conditions for exposure performed by the exposure device 3 based on the corrected potential
decay characteristic table. The details will be described below in further detail.

Basic Operation of Process for Suppressing Image-density irregularities

[0069] For the photosensitive drum 1 being an a-Si photo conductor used in the present embodiment, in the manufacture
of photosensitive drums 1, a potential decay characteristic is determined for each of the photosensitive drums 1, and
the potential decay characteristic is held by the photosensitive drum 1 as a characteristic table, i.e., a potential decay
characteristic table. The potential decay characteristic table can be obtained by measurement of a surface potential of
each of the photosensitive drums 1 in the development position after the surface of the photosensitive drum 1 is charged
and then exposed by the exposure device 3 in the exposure position with a predetermined amount of light.
[0070] More specifically, the above potential decay characteristic table is described below. The entire surface of the
photosensitive drum 1 is divided into appropriate regions according to a recording resolution in the main scanning
direction (longitudinal direction of the photo conductor) and in the sub-scanning direction (rotational direction of the photo
conductor) in optical scanning of the exposure device 3. Based on the potential decay for each of the regions, i.e., data
of the surface potential measured in the development position after charging and then exposing with a predetermined
amount of light, the overall potential decay characteristic map is created.
[0071] One example of the above division of the appropriate regions is division of the entire surface of the photosensitive
drum 1 into regions each having a maximum size of approximately 10 mm 3 10 mm. In the present embodiment, the
recording resolution of the image forming apparatus 100 is 600 dpi, and the surface of the photosensitive drum 1 is
divided into 8,000 pixels in the main scanning direction. These pixels are divided into 32 regions, so one region has 250
pixels. The surface in the sub-scanning direction is divided into the same number of pixels. Accordingly, one region has
a size of 250 3 250 pixels (= 10.575 mm 3 10.575 mm).
[0072] The creation of such a potential decay characteristic table constituting the potential decay characteristic map
about the surface of the photosensitive drum 1 need not necessarily be performed in such a way that the photosensitive
drum 1 is actually attached into the main body A of the apparatus. For example, before the photosensitive drum 1 is
incorporated into the main body A of the apparatus, the potential decay characteristics of the photosensitive drum 1
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measured using an appropriate jig that has a potential sensor may be stored in the memory chip 300 of the photosensitive
drum 1.
[0073] The data of the potential decay characteristic table stored in the memory chip 300 is read by the image processing
circuit 200 as a control device (control unit) of the main body A of the apparatus when the photosensitive drum 1 is
attached in the main body A of the apparatus. The image processing circuit 200 is a control device (control unit) that
includes a central processing unit (CPU) that has an arithmetic portion, a control portion, and a storage portion. The
image processing circuit 200 changes the exposure condition for exposure performed by the exposure device 3 for each
of the regions stored in the potential decay characteristic table so as to have a uniform surface potential in the development
position in accordance with the read data of each region in the potential decay characteristic table. In the present
embodiment, as described above, the exposure device 3 uses a laser.
[0074] In the present embodiment, the potential decay characteristic table about the surface of the photosensitive
drum 1 is associated with the actual surface of the photosensitive drum 1 in a manner described below. A contact for
transmitting data from the memory chip 300 storing the data to the main body A of the apparatus (described below) is
used as the reference such that the contact lies in a predetermined location whenever the photosensitive drum 1 rests.
[0075] More specifically, as illustrated in Fig. 3, the photosensitive drum 1 being the a-Si photo conductor is provided
with first and second flanges 15A and 15B at the opposite ends in the longitudinal direction (the direction of an axis of
rotation). The first flange 15A is disposed on the leading end of the photosensitive drum 1 being mounted in the main
body A of the apparatus, and a contact 16 connected to the memory chip 300 inside the photosensitive drum 1 is disposed
on this first flange 15A. The main body A of the apparatus, more specifically, the image processing circuit 200 reads
data about the charging characteristics (potential decay characteristics) of the photosensitive drum 1 mounted in the
main body A of the apparatus, from the memory chip 300 through the contact 16. The contact 16 also serves as a unit
configured to detect position information.
[0076] A process for detecting the position information in the present embodiment is described below. Fig. 4A illustrates
a state in which the photosensitive drum 1 rests. In this state, a memory-data reading pin 17 as a reading unit provided
in the main body A of the apparatus is fixed while being pressed (urged) against the contact 16 by an urging unit (not
shown). In contrast, Fig. 4B illustrates a state in which the photosensitive drum 1 is driven. In this state, the pressing of
the pin 17 against the contact 16 is released and the pin 17 is separated from the contact 16, so the photosensitive drum
1 is freely rotatable. To stop rotation of the photosensitive drum 1, the pin 17 is pressed and fixed to the contact 16
immediately before the photosensitive drum 1 is stopped, and then the photosensitive drum 1 is stopped. In this way,
the contact 16 functions as a datum-point detecting unit configured to detect the datum point of the photosensitive drum
1. In particular, in the present embodiment, the position information about the rotational direction of the photosensitive
drum 1 can be detected by the contact 16 serving as the datum-point detecting unit.
[0077] The present embodiment uses a process for making the pin 17 be in contact with the contact 16 as the process
for detecting the datum point of the photosensitive drum 1 and reading information from the memory chip 300. However,
a control process through radio communication using an antenna substrate can also be employed (see a fourth embod-
iment).
[0078] A correspondence between regions defined on the surface of the photosensitive drum 1 and image data divided
into regions will now be described below with reference to Fig. 5.
[0079] In Fig. 5, the horizontal axis represents the exposure dose (laser power), and the vertical axis represents the
surface potential of the photosensitive drum 1. The solid-line curve in Fig. 5 indicates a graph that shows the relationship
between the exposure dose and potential of exposure to the photosensitive drum 1 in use (EV curve). The broken-line
curve in Fig. 5 is the reflection of the solid-line graph across the line y = Vl.
[0080] In Fig. 5, the potential is divided into ranges A to G based on the EV curve. In Fig. 5, the value of a desired
exposure potential is Vl. The exposure condition being the reference is LP. In this state, an exposure potential is measured
for each of the regions of the photosensitive drum 1 when exposure is performed under the exposure condition LP, and
it is determined which of the ranges A to G the measured exposure potential corresponds to. For example, when the
exposure potential of a certain region lies in the range D (Vl 6 3 V), the exposure potential when exposure is performed
under the exposure condition LP is approximately Vl. However, when the exposure potential of a certain region lies in
the range B (when the potential tends not to decrease through exposure), if exposure is performed under the exposure
condition LP, the exposure potential in the certain region does not decrease relative to the range D, which is described
above. Therefore, there is a potential difference between the exposure potential of the region corresponding to the range
D and that of the region corresponding to the range B, so the image density varies. To address this, the exposure
conditions for regions that tend not to decrease through exposure, like in ranges A, B, C, are set at exposure conditions
larger than the exposure condition LP being the reference, whereas the exposure conditions for regions that tend to
decrease through exposure, like in ranges E, F, G, are set at exposure conditions smaller than the exposure condition
LP being the reference. For example, the exposure conditions for the regions corresponding to the ranges A, B, and C
are set at LPA, LPB, and LPC, respectively, whereas the exposure conditions for the regions corresponding to the ranges
E, F, and G are set at LPE, LPF, and LPG, respectively. In such a way, by using the exposure dose varying according
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to the characteristic of each of the regions of the photosensitive drum 1, the exposure potentials of the regions of the
photosensitive drum 1 are substantially the same even if the potential decay characteristics thereof are different. The
potential decay characteristic in the exposure condition for each of the regions of the photosensitive drum 1 is stored in
the memory chip 300 as the potential decay characteristic table.
[0081] Fig. 6 shows a flow of outputting an image in the present embodiment.
[0082] First, in step S101, by referring to the potential decay characteristic table stored in the memory chip 300, it is
determined which of the ranges A to G each of the regions of the surface of the photosensitive drum 1 corresponds to.
In the present embodiment, a predetermined potential Vl is set at -80 V, and the regions are classified into the ranges
A to G depending on the displacement of the potential of each of the regions of the photosensitive drum 1 from the
potential Vl when exposure is performed under the exposure condition LP. More specifically, in the present embodiment,
values of the surface potential of the photosensitive drum 1 are classified into eight levels A to G at intervals of 6 V from
the set potential Vl as the center. One example of the exposure potential occurring when exposure is performed under
the exposure condition LP being the reference is shown in Fig. 7, and it is determined which of the above-described
ranges A to G each of the regions of the surface of the photosensitive drum 1 corresponds to. The curve in Fig. 7
represents distribution of the surface potential of the photosensitive drum 1 after the exposure in, for example, the main
scanning direction of scanning performed by the exposure device 3. Distribution of the surface potential after the exposure
in the sub-scanning direction can also be represented in a similar manner, and it can also be determined which of the
ranges A to G each of the regions corresponds to. The ranges A to G are defined as follows:

[0083] In accordance with the above levels, is step S102, the image processing circuit 200 performs classification of
the regions of the entire surface of the photosensitive drum 1 into the ranges A to G, as illustrated in Fig. 8. In step S103,
the image processing circuit 200 sets the exposure conditions for exposure performed by the exposure device 3 at eight
levels such that the exposure potential of each of the regions of the surface of the photosensitive drum 1 is present in
the range D (Vl 6 3 V). The exposure conditions are changed depending on the classification into the ranges A to G,
as previously described.
[0084] In steps S104 and S105, an image is input, the input image is divided into regions corresponding to the regions
into which the surface of the photosensitive drum 1 is divided, and the image is subjected to image processing.
[0085] In step S106, the regions of the surface of the photosensitive drum 1 are associated with the regions of the
processed input image. In step S107, the exposure condition for exposure of the image for each of the regions is
determined (the exposure condition is applicable to both a pulse-width modulation and an intensity modulation). In step
S108, image exposure is performed based on the determined amount of laser light. In known techniques, exposure is
performed based on the potential decay characteristic table of the photosensitive drum 1 in the above-described manner.
In the present embodiment, in addition to this, as in "Correction of Potential Decay Characteristic Table" described below,
the potential decay characteristic table is corrected based on temperature distribution.
[0086] Fig. 9 is a block diagram for describing one example of image processing. An image signal output from the full-
color sensor (CCD) 94 is input to an analog signal processor 201. The gain and/or offset of the image signal are adjusted
by the analog signal processor 201. Then, the image signal is converted into an eight-bit RGB digital signal (256 levels
of 0 to 255) for each color component by an analog-to-digital (A/D) converter 202. The image signal is subjected to
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publicly known shading compensation by a shading compensation portion 203. The shading compensation is performed
using a signal obtained from reading of a reference white plate for each color by optimizing the gain for each individual
cell to reduce sensitivity variations among a group of sensor cells aligned in a line of the CCD.
[0087] A line delay portion 204 corrects spatial displacement contained in the image signal output from the shading
compensation portion 203. The spatial displacement is produced by arrangement in which line sensors of the full-color
sensor 94 are spaced at intervals of a predetermined distance in the sub-scanning direction. More specifically, with
reference to a color component B, a color component R signal and a color component G signal are line-delayed in the
sub-scanning direction such that the phases of the three color component signals are synchronized to each other.
[0088] An input masking portion 205 transforms a color space of the image signals output from the line delay portion
204 into an NTSC standard color space by a matrix operation of the following equation (1). That is, a color space of the
color component signals output from the full-color sensor 94, the color space being specified by spectral characteristics
of a filter corresponding to each color component, is transformed into an NTSC standard color space. 

(Ro, Go, Bo: Output Image Signal
Ri, Gi, Bi: Input Image Signal)
[0089] A LOG transformation portion 206 includes a look-up table (LUT) stored in, for example, a read-only memory
(ROM) or a random-access memory (RAM) and transforms the RGB luminance signals output from the input masking
portion 205 into CMY density signals. A line delay memory 207 delays an image signal output from the LOG transformation
portion 206 by a time period (line delay period) over which a black character discrimination portion (not shown) generates
control signals, such as UCR, FILTER, and SEN, from the output of the input masking portion 205.
[0090] A direct mapping portion 208 outputs an image signal output from the line delay memory 207 as, for example,
an eight-bit color component signal directly to a printer portion after referring to a three-dimensional LUT. The direct
mapping portion 208 can also receive an image signal output from an external input device 400. In direct mapping, for
example, by supplying L*a*b* or RGB three input signals, signal values required for reproducing the colors in an output
color space are output as signals of four colors of yellow, magenta, cyan, and black. For this color transforming process,
a matrix operation is not necessary and non-linear transformation is possible. Therefore, the degree of flexibility in color
transformation, such as in setting of under color removal (UCR), is increased, and a desired color can be reproduce
while at the same time the amount of toner application is controlled.
[0091] A gamma correction portion 209 performs density correction on an image signal output from the direct mapping
portion 208 to adjust the image signal to an ideal gradation characteristic of the printer portion. An output filter (spatial
filter processor) 210 performs edge enhancement or smoothing processing on an image signal output from the gamma
correction portion 209 in accordance with a control signal from the CPU (not shown).
[0092] An LUT (LUT storage portion) 211 is configured to match the density of an output image with the density of an
original image and is included in, for example, a RAM. The translation table is set by the CPU (not shown).
[0093] A pulse-width modulator (PWM) 213 outputs a pulse signal that has a pulse width corresponding to the level
of an input image signal. The pulse signal is input to a laser driver 35 configured to drive the semiconductor laser element
(laser oscillator) 31. Typically, a great pulse width corresponds to a large amount of exposure dose, and a narrow pulse
width corresponds to a small amount of exposure dose.
[0094] In the present embodiment, the image processing circuit 200 includes the following components: the analog
signal processor 201, the A/D converter 202, the shading compensation portion 203, the line delay portion 204, the input
masking portion 205, the LOG transformation portion 206, the line delay memory 207, the direct mapping portion 208,
the gamma correction portion 209, the output filter 210, the LUT (LUT storage portion) 211, and the pulse width modulator
213.
[0095] Various modes of an image processing method itself, including the above, are publicly known. In the present
invention, any available method can be selected and applied as an image processing method itself.
[0096] In the present embodiment, the exposure conditions are corrected in accordance with the potential decay
characteristics of each of the photosensitive drums 1 by correction of an output pulse width from the pulse width modulator
(PWM) 213 using the potential decay characteristic table based on information stored in the memory chip 300.
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[0097] In the present embodiment, the exposure conditions based on the potential decay characteristics of the photo
conductor are adjusted by the foregoing algorithm. However, a process for correcting the exposure conditions is not
limited to the above. Other correction processes, for example, correction of image data itself based on the potential
decay characteristic table or correction of a laser look-up table, enable similar processing to be performed and similar
advantages to be achieved.

Correction of Potential Decay Characteristic Table

[0098] In the present embodiment, in addition, to suppress image-density irregularities resulting from temperature
dependence of the potential decay characteristics of the photosensitive drum 1, correction based on temperature dis-
tribution inside (within the machine of) the main body A of the apparatus (temperature compensation) is added to the
foregoing potential decay characteristic table. Specific structures of a temperature measuring device and other parts
are substantially the same as in the first embodiment, so the detailed description thereof is not repeated here.
[0099] A flowchart of a process for correcting the potential decay characteristic table is shown in Fig. 11.
[0100] In step S201, the image processing circuit 200 reads results of measurement performed by the first and second
temperature sensors 12A and 12B. Then, in step S202, the image processing circuit 200 determines whether the tem-
peratures measured by the first and second temperature sensors 12A and 12B are the same.
[0101] When the image processing circuit 200 determines that the temperatures measured by the first and second
temperature sensors 12A and 12B are different (NO in step S202), flow proceeds to step S203. In step S203, temperature
distribution inside the main body A of the apparatus, more specifically, temperature distribution in adjacent areas of the
surface of the photosensitive drum 1 in the longitudinal direction of the photosensitive drum 1 is calculated.
[0102] The image processing circuit 200 compensates for influence of unevenness in temperature of the inside of the
main body A of the apparatus on the surface potential of the photosensitive drum 1 in a manner described below.
[0103] First, the image processing circuit 200 calculates a new temperature-compensated potential decay characteristic
table based on the potential decay characteristic table stored in the memory chip 300, the temperature characteristics
of the surface potential of the photosensitive drum 1, and the calculated temperature distribution inside the main body
A of the apparatus (in step S204).
[0104] Then, the potential decay characteristics in the obtained new temperature-compensated potential decay char-
acteristic table are set as the potential decay characteristics in step S101 (Fig. 6), the exposure correction process is
performed, and an exposure is performed under the corrected exposure conditions (S205).
[0105] In Fig. 12, the solid-line curve represents one example of distribution of the surface potential of the photosensitive
drum 1 in the longitudinal direction thereof after exposure in a state in which temperature distribution in the longitudinal
direction of the photosensitive drum 1 is even. The broken-line curve in Fig. 12 represents one example of the exposure
potential of the photosensitive drum 1 in a state in which uneven temperature distribution is present in the longitudinal
direction of the photosensitive drum 1, and in this example, the surface potential of the photosensitive drum 1 is displaced
from that indicated by the solid lines in some temperatures. The upper illustration in Fig. 13 shows a result of classification
of the regions of the surface of the photosensitive drum 1 into A to G, described above, by referring to a previously set
predetermined potential decay characteristic table at a reference temperature. The lower illustration in Fig. 13 shows
the potential decay characteristic table obtained after the classification of the regions into A to G shown in the upper
illustration of Fig. 13 is corrected based on the temperature characteristics. The correction based on the temperature
characteristics is described below. The description is provided below using one example in which a photo conductor
whose exposure potential decreases by 3 V with an increase in the temperature of the photo conductor by 1°C is used.
When Vl = -80 V, the exposure potential is -80 V in a certain region at a reference temperature (42°C in the present
embodiment). In this case, the certain region is classified as D. When the temperature of the certain region becomes
46°C, because the difference from the reference temperature is 4°C, the exposure potential decreases by 12 V to -92
V. As a result, the certain region becomes F at 46°C. In such a manner, correction based on the temperature characteristic
for each region is performed. As previously described, the exposure conditions for exposure performed by the exposure
device 3 are corrected such that all the surface potentials of the regions classified into A to G in the development position
after exposure (exposure potential) lie in D (Vl 6 3 V). When uneven temperature distribution is present in the longitudinal
direction of the photosensitive drum 1, correction based on the temperature characteristics in the longitudinal direction
of the photosensitive drum 1 is applied to the potential decay characteristic table. By control of the exposure conditions
based on the potential decay characteristic table shown in the lower illustration of Fig. 13, even when uneven temperature
distribution is present in the longitudinal direction of the photosensitive drum 1, as indicated by the broken-line curve in
Fig. 12, the exposure potential can lie in the range D in the longitudinal direction.
[0106] The temperature characteristic of the surface potential of the photosensitive drum 1 is typically the amount of
change in the surface potential per unit temperature. For example, in the present embodiment, the exposure potential
decreases by 3 V with an increase of 1°C in temperature of the photo conductor. This temperature characteristic can
be stored in a storage portion incorporated in or connected to the image processing circuit 200, such as a ROM, or can
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be stored in the memory chip 300. The calculated temperature-compensated potential decay characteristic table can
be stored in a storage portion incorporated in or connected to the image processing circuit 200, such as a RAM. When
required, this temperature-compensated potential decay characteristic table can be stored in the memory chip 300.
[0107] More specifically, the temperature-compensated potential decay characteristic table can be calculated in a
manner described below. That is, the image processing circuit 200 calculates a temperature variation (temperature
difference) from the reference temperature in generation of the potential decay characteristic table stored in the memory
chip 300 (42°C in the present embodiment) in each of the regions in the longitudinal direction of the photosensitive drum
1 from the determined temperature distribution. By multiplying the temperature difference in each region in the longitudinal
direction of the photosensitive drum 1 and the temperature characteristic in the surface potential of the photosensitive
drum 1 together, the value of the surface potential of each region in the development position shown in the potential
decay characteristic table stored in the memory chip 300 is corrected. A new temperature-compensated potential decay
characteristic table can be obtained by performing such correction on the entire area in the longitudinal direction (main
scanning direction) and in the rotational direction (sub-scanning direction) in the potential decay characteristic table
stored in the memory chip 300.
[0108] In step S202 of Fig. 11, when the image processing circuit 200 determines that the temperatures measured by
the first and second temperature sensors 12A and 12B are the same (YES in step S202), the following process is
performed. That is, in this case, it is determined that temperature distribution inside the main body A of the apparatus,
more specifically, temperature distribution in adjacent areas of the surface of the photosensitive drum 1 in the longitudinal
direction of the photosensitive drum 1 is substantially uniform. Therefore, the potential decay characteristic table stored
in the memory chip 300 is corrected as described below. A temperature variation (temperature difference) between the
reference temperature in generation of the potential decay characteristic table stored in the memory chip 300 and the
temperatures measured by the first and second temperature sensors 12A and 12B is determined. By multiplying the
temperature difference and the temperature characteristic of the surface potential of the photosensitive drum 1 together,
the value of the surface potential of each of the regions in the development position shown in the potential decay
characteristic table stored in the memory chip 300 is uniformly corrected (step S206).
[0109] Then, by use of the obtained new temperature-compensated potential decay characteristic table, as in the case
of the above, the exposure correction process is performed, and an exposure is performed under the corrected exposure
conditions (S205).
[0110] The temperature characteristics of the photosensitive drum 1 generally have a tendency described below. That
is, the sensitivity and dark-decay characteristics become higher (increase) with an increase in temperature. Therefore,
in a region that has a temperature higher than the reference temperature in setting of the potential decay characteristic
table, the actual value is lower than the surface potential value (absolute value) in the development position indicated
in the potential decay characteristic table. To address this, in such a high-temperature region, the exposure dose is set
so as to be smaller than the exposure dose at the reference temperature. In contrast, in a region that has a temperature
lower than the reference temperature, the actual value is higher than the surface potential value (absolute value) in the
development position indicated in the potential decay characteristic table. To address this, in such a low-temperature
region, the exposure dose is set so as to be larger than the exposure dose at the reference temperature.
[0111] In the present embodiment, a temperature gradient inside the main body A of the apparatus is treated as uniform
in the longitudinal direction of the photosensitive drum 1. Values between the measured values by the first and second
temperature sensors 12A and 12B are estimated by linear interpolation. In accordance with its inclination (gradient), the
potential decay characteristic table is temperature-compensated.
[0112] Depending on configuration of the image forming apparatus 100, for example, when the central area in the
longitudinal direction of the photosensitive drum 1 has a high temperature, it may be difficult to perform linear interpolation
on the inside of the main body A of the apparatus in some cases. In such cases, it can be effective to predict temperature
in the central area from the results of measurement by the first and second temperature sensors 12A and 12B and to
interpolate values between them with a curve. More specifically, temperature distribution within the apparatus is meas-
ured, the characteristics of the distribution are treated as unique to the apparatus configuration, and a temperature
difference is treated as a characteristic value (for example, a difference from a result of measurement by the first
temperature sensor 12A). It is also possible to perform linear interpolation using three points of the measured temperatures
by the first and second temperature sensors 12A and 12B and a temperature of the central area of the photosensitive
drum 1 predicted by the measured value by the first temperature sensor 12A.
[0113] By use of a process in the present embodiment, unevenness in potential arising from influence of temperature
distribution inside the main body A of the apparatus resulting from temperature dependence of the potential decay
characteristics of the photosensitive drum 1 being the a-Si photo conductor can be corrected. Therefore, even when
unevenness in temperature is present inside the image forming apparatus 100, an excellent image whose image-density
irregularities are suppressed can be formed.
[0114] As described above, according to the present embodiment, two or more temperature sensors 12 configured to
measure temperatures of adjacent areas of the surface of the photosensitive drum 1 are disposed in the longitudinal
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direction of the photosensitive drum 1. The potential decay characteristic table is corrected using the temperature
characteristics of the surface potential of the photosensitive drum 1 based on the data measured by the temperature
sensors 12 (12A, 12B). In such a manner, the exposure conditions (applicable to both a pulse-width modulation and an
intensity modulation) are changed in accordance with the potential decay characteristic table corrected based on the
temperature distribution in adjacent areas of the surface of the photosensitive drum 1. This can substantially eliminate
unevenness in potential resulting from a difference in film thickness or film quality in the photosensitive layer of the
photosensitive drum 1 in the developing portion. Consequently, according to the present embodiment, even when un-
evenness in temperature is present inside the image forming apparatus, an excellent image whose image-density irreg-
ularities are suppressed is obtainable.
[0115] The present embodiment is particularly useful for an image forming apparatus that does not include a heater
for controlling temperature disposed inside the photosensitive drum 1. That is, according to the present embodiment, a
temperature control device for maintaining the temperature of the photosensitive drum 1 constant, such as a heater,
can be omitted or simplified.
[0116] In the present embodiment, a temperature gradient inside the main body A of the apparatus is treated as uniform
in the longitudinal direction of the photosensitive drum 1, values between the measured values by the first and second
temperature sensors 12A and 12B are linearly interpolated, and, in accordance with its inclination (gradient), the potential
decay characteristic table is temperature-compensated. This can substantially eliminate influence of unevenness in
potential using a smaller number of the temperature sensors 12 than the number of partitions of the potential decay
characteristics in the longitudinal direction of the photosensitive drum 1 even when unevenness in temperature occurs
in the surface of the photosensitive drum 1. In the present embodiment, the potential decay characteristic table is divided
in the main scanning direction (longitudinal direction of the photo conductor) and in the sub-scanning direction (rotational
direction of the photo conductor) in optical scanning of the exposure device 3. However, the potential decay characteristic
table can have partitions only in the main scanning direction. In this case, exposure can be controlled based on at least
the potential decay characteristics in the longitudinal direction of the photo conductor and the temperature characteristics
in the longitudinal direction.

Third Embodiment

[0117] In the first embodiment, assuming that the amount of change in sensitivity characteristic of the photosensitive
drum 1 caused by change in temperature is uniform in the longitudinal direction of the photosensitive drum 1, the exposure
conditions are corrected. Accordingly, for a sensitivity characteristic in which when the temperature increases by 1°C
the exposure potential decreases by 3 V at one end of the photosensitive drum 1 in the longitudinal direction thereof,
the exposure potential is considered to decrease by 3 V at the other end of the photosensitive drum 1 in the longitudinal
direction thereof.
[0118] However, the amount of change in sensitivity characteristic of the photosensitive drum 1 caused by change in
temperature may be non-uniform in the longitudinal direction. For example, for a sensitivity characteristic in which when
the temperature increases by 1°C the exposure potential decreases by 3 V at one end of the photosensitive drum 1 in
the longitudinal direction thereof, the exposure potential may decrease by only 2 V at the other end of the photosensitive
drum 1 in the longitudinal direction thereof. In particular, in the case of the a-Si photo conductor, a film forming state
may be non-uniform in the longitudinal direction, and the amount of change in sensitivity characteristic caused by change
in temperature may be different in the longitudinal direction. In this case, if temperature compensation is uniformly
performed in the longitudinal direction of the photosensitive drum 1, a desired exposure potential may not be obtained.
In the present embodiment, the memory chip 300 (Figs. 4A and 4B) is included as a storage unit that stores the temperature
characteristics for regions into which the surface of the photosensitive drum 1 is divided in the longitudinal direction in
addition to the potential decay characteristic table described in the second embodiment. The longitudinal direction of
the photosensitive drum 1 is typically a direction transverse to (substantially perpendicular to) the direction of movement
of the surface of the photosensitive drum 1 (rotational direction thereof) and is typically a main scanning direction in
optical scanning of the exposure device 3. The temperature characteristic of the surface potential is typically the amount
of change in the surface potential per unit temperature.
[0119] As illustrated in Fig. 18, the temperature characteristic for each region is set in three levels of a, b, and c. In
regions "a", the exposure potential decreases by 1 V with an increase of 1°C in temperature. In regions "b", the exposure
potential decreases by 2 V with an increase of 1°C in temperature. In regions "c", the exposure potential decreases by
3 V with an increase of 1°C in temperature. That is, the amount of change in potential caused by a change in temperature
is small in the regions a, whereas that is large in the regions c.
[0120] The exposure conditions for exposure performed by the exposure device 3 can be changed in accordance with
temperature measured by the temperature measuring device and the potential decay characteristic table containing a
potential decay characteristic for each region and the temperature characteristic for each region stored in the memory
chip 300. More specifically, the potential decay characteristic table containing a potential decay characteristic for each
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region is corrected based on measured temperatures and a temperature characteristic for each region, and a new
temperature-compensated potential decay characteristic table is created. In accordance with this table, the exposure
conditions are adjusted.
[0121] The temperature-compensated potential decay characteristic table can be calculated in a manner described
below. Temperatures at different two or more locations of the photosensitive drum 1 are measured by temperature
sensors being a temperature measuring device. Temperature distribution in the longitudinal direction of the photosensitive
drum 1 is determined. The image processing circuit 200 calculates a temperature variation (temperature difference)
from the reference temperature (42°C in the present embodiment) in generation of the potential decay characteristic
table stored in the memory chip 300 in each region in the longitudinal direction of the photosensitive drum 1 from the
determined temperature distribution. By multiplying the temperature difference in each region in the longitudinal direction
of the photosensitive drum 1 and the temperature characteristic in the surface potential of the photosensitive drum 1
together, the value of the surface potential of each region in the development position shown in the potential decay
characteristic table stored in the memory chip 300 is corrected. Unlike the second embodiment, in the present embod-
iment, because the temperature characteristic is different for each region, the amount of correction is different for each
region. In such a manner, the temperature-compensated potential decay characteristic table is calculated, and in ac-
cordance with this table, the exposure conditions are adjusted. Specific configuration other than calculation of the potential
decay characteristic table is substantially the same as in the second embodiment, so the description thereof is not
repeated here.

Fourth Embodiment

[0122] Another embodiment of the present invention will now be described below. The fundamental configuration and
operation of an image forming apparatus in the present embodiment are substantially the same as in the second em-
bodiment. The same reference numerals are used as in the second embodiment for similar parts or parts having corre-
sponding functions or structures, so the detailed description thereof is omitted.
[0123] In the present embodiment, as illustrated in Fig. 14, the potential decay characteristic table of the photosensitive
drum 1 is stored in a tag memory 301 being a non-contact memory as a storage unit of the photosensitive drum 1.
[0124] In the present embodiment, as illustrated in Fig. 15, an antenna substrate 18 being a reading unit is disposed
on, for example, the rear side of the inside of the main body A of the apparatus (the rear side being adjacent to the
leading end of the photosensitive drum 1 when the photosensitive drum 1 is mounted in the main body A of the apparatus).
The antenna substrate 18 can wirelessly communicate with the tag memory 301 of the photosensitive drum 1.
[0125] In the present embodiment, as illustrated in Fig. 14, the temperature sensors 12 configured to measure tem-
peratures of adjacent areas of the surface of the photosensitive drum 1 are disposed in three locations of the rear side
of the main body A of the apparatus (a first temperature sensor 12R), the substantially central part (a second temperature
sensor 12C), and the front side (a third temperature sensor 12F).
[0126] More specifically, in the present embodiment, the first, second, and third temperature sensors 12R, 12C, and
12F are the same as in the first embodiment. The length of the photosensitive drum 1 in the photosensitive drum 1 is
approximately 380 mm, whereas the first temperature sensor 12R is located approximately 20 mm away from the rear
end of the photosensitive drum 1, the second temperature sensor 12C is located in the substantially central part of the
photosensitive drum 1, and the third temperature sensor 12F is located approximately 20 mm away from the front end
of the photosensitive drum 1. The distance between the photosensitive drum 1 and each of the first, second, and third
temperature sensors 12R, 12C, and 12F is approximately 5 mm.
[0127] In the present embodiment, temperature distribution inside the main body A of the apparatus is calculated in
a manner described below. By using values between three values measured by the first, second, and third temperature
sensors 12R, 12C, and 12F estimated by spline interpolation, the temperature distribution in the longitudinal direction
of adjacent areas of the surface of the photosensitive drum 1 is obtained.
[0128] The temperature distribution can be obtained using an interpolation process commonly used in numerical
analysis, such as the method of least squares, Lagrange interpolation, and Hermite interpolation, in addition to the spline
interpolation. These interpolation processes themselves are well known in the art. In the present embodiment, any
available process can be selected and applied.
[0129] By performing substantially the same processing as in the first embodiment using the temperature distribution
obtained in the foregoing manner, the potential decay characteristic table corrected based on the temperature charac-
teristics of the photosensitive drum 1 is calculated.
[0130] Then, the exposure correction process is performed using the obtained new potential decay characteristic table
in a manner described in the first embodiment, and an image is output.
[0131] By use of a process in the present embodiment, the temperature distribution inside the main body A of the
apparatus can be determined more accurately. Accordingly, even when the temperature distribution in adjacent areas
of the surface of the photosensitive drum 1 is uneven in the longitudinal direction, image-density irregularities can be
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corrected.
[0132] In the present embodiment, the potential decay characteristic table is temperature-compensated using spline
interpolation of values between the measured values by the first, second, and third temperature sensors 12R, 12C, and
12F. This can substantially eliminate influence of unevenness in potential using a smaller number of the temperature
sensors 12 than the number of partitions of the potential decay characteristics in the longitudinal direction of the photo-
sensitive drum 1 even when unevenness in temperature occurs in the surface of the photosensitive drum 1.
[0133] The present embodiment is particularly useful for an image forming apparatus that does not include a heater
for controlling temperature disposed inside the photosensitive drum 1, as in the case of the first embodiment.
[0134] In the above embodiments, a case in which an a-Si photo conductor, to which advantages of the present
invention are particularly provided, is used as an image bearing member is described. However, the present invention
is not limited to this case. The present invention is also applicable to a case in which an image bearing member other
than the a-Si photo conductor, for example, an organic photo conductor is used.
[0135] In the above embodiments, the storage unit that stores the potential decay characteristic table is formed integrally
with the image bearing member and is typically detachable from the main body of the apparatus. This is significantly
useful because it is easy to perform control based on the potential decay characteristic table corresponding to an image
bearing member, which is a consumable product and thus will be replaced with a new one. However, the present invention
is not limited to this arrangement. The storage unit can be mounted in the main body of the apparatus other than the
image bearing member.

Claims

1. An image forming apparatus comprising:

photo conductor means (1);
charging means (2) configured to charge a surface of the photo conductor means;
exposure means (3) configured to expose the charged surface of the photo conductor means and to form an
electrostatic image thereon;
developing means (4) configured to attach toner to the electrostatic image and to develop the electrostatic image
as a toner image;
and
control means (200) configured to control an exposure condition for exposure performed by the exposure means
in accordance with image information, the control means being operable to change the exposure condition for
exposure performed by the exposure means in a longitudinal direction of the photo conductor means;
characterised by:

temperature measuring means (12) configured to measure temperatures in at least two different locations
in the longitudinal direction of the photo conductor means (1); and
further characterised in that the control means (200) are operable to determine a temperature distribution
of the photo conductor means in the longitudinal direction thereof based on the temperatures measured in
said different locations by the temperature measuring means, and are further operable to change said
exposure condition in the longitudinal direction of the photo conductor means based on the determined
temperature distribution.

2. The image forming apparatus according to Claim 1, further comprising:

storage means (300, 301) arranged to store information on a temperature characteristic of a surface potential
for each of a plurality of regions into which the surface of the photo conductor means is divided in the longitudinal
direction thereof,
wherein the control means are operable to change the exposure condition for exposure performed by the
exposure means in the longitudinal direction of the photo conductor means in accordance with the measurement
result of the temperature measuring means and the information on the temperature characteristic of the surface
potential for each of the plurality of regions.

3. The image forming apparatus according to Claim 1 or 2, further comprising:

storage means (300, 301) arranged to store information on a potential decay characteristic indicating a potential
decay characteristic for each of a plurality of regions into which the surface of the photo conductor means is
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divided in the longitudinal direction thereof,
wherein the control means are operable to change the exposure condition for exposure performed by the
exposure means in accordance with the measurement result of the temperature measuring means and the
information on the potential decay characteristic for each of the plurality of regions.

4. The image forming apparatus according to Claim 1 or Claim 2, further comprising:

storage means (300, 301) arranged to store information on a potential decay characteristic indicating a potential
decay characteristic for each of a plurality of regions into which the surface of the photo conductor is divided in
the longitudinal direction thereof and in a direction transverse to the longitudinal direction,
wherein the control means are operable to change the exposure condition for exposure performed by the
exposure means in accordance with the measurement result of the temperature measuring means and the
information on the potential decay characteristic for each of the plurality of regions.

5. The image forming apparatus according to any one of Claims 1 to 4, further comprising:
datum-point detecting means (16) arranged to detect a datum point of the photo conductor means.

6. The image forming apparatus according to any one of Claims 1 to 5, wherein the photo conductor means includes
a non-single-crystal material that contains silicon atoms as a matrix and at least one of hydrogen atoms and halogen
atoms.

7. The image forming apparatus according to any one of Claims 1 to 6, having no temperature control means configured
to adjust temperature of the photo conductor means.

8. An image forming method comprising:

charging a surface of a photo conductor;
exposing the charged surface of the photo conductor to form an electrostatic image thereon;
attaching toner to the electrostatic image and developing the electrostatic image as a toner image; and
controlling (S107) an exposure condition for such exposure in accordance with image information, including
changing the exposure condition for the exposure in a longitudinal direction of the photo conductor;
characterised by:

measuring (S201; S301) temperatures in at least two different locations in the longitudinal direction of the
photo conductor means (1); and
determining (S203; S303) a temperature distribution of the photo conductor means (1) in the longitudinal
direction thereof based on the measured temperatures in said different locations;
further characterised in that the controlling (S107) of said exposure condition further includes changing
(S204, S205; S304, S305) said exposure condition in the longitudinal direction of the photo conductor
means based on the determined temperature distribution.

Patentansprüche

1. Bilderzeugungsvorrichtung, umfassend:

eine Fotoleitereinrichtung (1);
eine Ladeeinrichtung (2), die konfiguriert ist, eine Oberfläche der Fotoleitereinrichtung aufzuladen;
eine Belichtungseinrichtung (3), die konfiguriert ist, die aufgeladene Oberfläche der Fotoleitereinrichtung zu
belichten und ein elektrostatisches Bild darauf zu erzeugen;
eine Entwicklungseinrichtung (4), die konfiguriert ist, Toner auf das elektrostatische Bild aufzubringen und das
elektrostatische Bild als Tonerbild zu entwickeln;
und
eine Steuereinrichtung (200), die konfiguriert ist, eine Belichtungsbedingung für eine von der Belichtungsein-
richtung gemäß Bildinformation durchgeführte Belichtung zu steuern, wobei die Steuereinrichtung betreibbar
ist, die Belichtungsbedingung für von der Belichtungseinrichtung durchgeführte Belichtung in einer Längsrich-
tung der Fotoleitereinrichtung zu ändern;
gekennzeichnet durch
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eine Temperaturmesseinrichtung (12), die konfiguriert ist, Temperaturen an mindestens zwei verschiedenen
Stellen in der Längsrichtung der Fotoleitereinrichtung (1) zu messen; und
ferner dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Steuereinrichtung (200) betreibbar ist, eine Temperaturverteilung
der Fotoleitereinrichtung in deren Längsrichtung basierend auf den von der Temperaturmesseinrichtung an den
verschiedenen Stellen gemessenen Temperaturen zu bestimmen, und ferner betreibbar ist, die Belichtungs-
bedingung in der Längsrichtung der Fotoleitereinrichtung basierend auf der bestimmten Temperaturverteilung
zu ändern.

2. Bilderzeugungsvorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, ferner umfassend:

eine Speichereinrichtung (300, 301), die ausgebildet ist, Information über eine Temperaturcharakteristik eines
Oberflächenpotentials für jedes von mehreren Gebieten, in welche die Oberfläche der Fotoleitereinrichtung in
deren Längsrichtung unterteilt ist, zu speichern,
wobei die Steuereinrichtung betreibbar ist, die Belichtungsbedingung für von der Belichtungseinrichtung durch-
geführte Belichtung in der Längsrichtung der Fotoleitereinrichtung gemäß dem Messergebnis der Temperatur-
messeinrichtung und der Information über die Temperaturcharakteristik des Oberflächenpotentials für jedes
der mehreren Gebiete zu ändern.

3. Bilderzeugungsvorrichtung nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, ferner umfassend:

eine Speichereinrichtung (300, 301), die ausgebildet ist, Information über eine Potentialabfallcharakteristik zu
speichern, die eine Potentialabfallcharakteristik für jedes von mehreren Gebieten angibt, in welche die Ober-
fläche der Fotoleitereinrichtung in deren Längsrichtung unterteilt ist,
wobei die Steuereinrichtung betreibbar ist, die Belichtungsbedingung für von der Belichtungseinrichtung durch-
geführte Belichtung gemäß dem Messergebnis der Temperaturmesseinrichtung und der Information über die
Potentialabfallcharakteristik für jedes der mehreren Gebiete zu ändern.

4. Bilderzeugungsvorrichtung nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, ferner umfassend:

eine Speichereinrichtung (300, 301), die ausgebildet ist, Information über eine Potentialabfallcharakteristik zu
speichern, die eine Potentialabfallcharakteristik für jedes von mehreren Gebieten angibt, in welche die Ober-
fläche des Fotoleiters in dessen Längsrichtung sowie in einer zur Längsrichtung quer verlaufenden Richtung
unterteilt ist,
wobei die Steuereinrichtung betreibbar ist, die Belichtungsbedingung für von der Belichtungseinrichtung durch-
geführte Belichtung gemäß dem Messergebnis der Temperaturmesseinrichtung und der Information über die
Potentialabfallcharakteristik für jedes der mehreren Gebiete zu ändern.

5. Bilderzeugungsvorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 4, ferner umfassend:
eine Bezugspunktdetektiereinrichtung (16), die ausgebildet ist, einen Bezugspunkt der Fotoleitereinrichtung zu de-
tektieren.

6. Bilderzeugungsvorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 5, wobei die Fotoleitereinrichtung ein Nicht-Einkristall-
Material enthält, welches Siliciumatome als Matrix und mindestens Wasserstoffatome und/oder Halogenatome be-
inhaltet.

7. Bilderzeugungsvorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 6, ohne Temperatursteuereinrichtung, die konfiguriert
ist, die Temperatur der Fotoleitereinrichtung anzupassen.

8. Bilderzeugungsverfahren, umfassend:

Aufladen einer Oberfläche eines Fotoleiters;
Belichten der aufgeladenen Oberfläche des Fotoleiters, um ein elektrostatisches Bild darauf zu erzeugen;
Aufbringen von Toner auf das elektrostatische Bild und Entwickeln des elektrostatischen Bildes als Tonerbild;
und
Steuern (S107) einer Belichtungsbedingung für eine solche Belichtung gemäß Bildinformation, einschließlich
Ändern der Belichtungsbedingung für die Belichtung in einer Längsrichtung des Fotoleiters;
gekennzeichnet durch
Messen (S201; S301) von Temperaturen an mindestens zwei verschiedenen Stellen in der Längsrichtung der
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Fotoleitereinrichtung (1); und
Bestimmen (S203; S303) einer Temperaturverteilung der Fotoleitereinrichtung (1) in deren Längsrichtung ba-
sierend auf den an den verschiedenen Stellen gemessenen Temperaturen;
ferner dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das Steuern (S107) der Belichtungsbedingung ferner das Ändern (S204,
S205; S304, S305) der Belichtungsbedingung in der Längsrichtung der Fotoleitereinrichtung basierend auf der
bestimmten Temperaturverteilung enthält.

Revendications

1. Appareil de formation d’images comprenant :

des moyens photoconducteurs (1) ;
des moyens de charge (2) configurés pour charger une surface des moyens photoconducteurs ;
des moyens d’exposition (3) configurés pour exposer la surface chargée des moyens photoconducteurs et pour
former sur celle-ci une image électrostatique ;
des moyens de développement (4) configurés pour fixer un toner à l’image électrostatique latente et pour
développer l’image électrostatique latente sous la forme d’une image de toner ; et
des moyens de commande (200) configurés pour commander une condition d’exposition pour l’exposition
effectuée par les moyens d’exposition conformément à des informations d’images, les moyens de commande
ayant pour fonction de modifier la condition d’exposition pour l’exposition effectuée par les moyens d’exposition
dans une direction longitudinale des moyens photoconducteurs ;
caractérisé par :

des moyens de mesure de température (12) configurés pour mesurer des températures à au moins deux
positions différentes dans la direction longitudinale des moyens photoconducteurs (1) ; et
caractérisé en outre en ce que les moyens de commande (200) ont pour fonction de déterminer une
répartition de température des moyens photoconducteurs dans leur direction longitudinale sur la base des
températures mesurées auxdites différentes positions par les moyens de mesure de température, et ont
en outre pour fonction de modifier ladite condition d’exposition dans la direction longitudinale des moyens
photoconducteurs sur la base de la distribution de température déterminée.

2. Appareil de formation d’images selon la revendication 1, comprenant en outre :

des moyens de stockage (300, 301) conçus pour stocker des informations concernant une caractéristique de
température d’un potentiel de surface pour chacune d’une pluralité de régions en lesquelles la surface des
moyens photoconducteurs est divisée dans leur direction longitudinale ;
dans lequel les moyens de commande ont pour fonction de modifier la condition d’exposition pour une exposition
effectuée par les moyens d’exposition dans la direction longitudinale des moyens photoconducteurs conformé-
ment au résultat de mesure des moyens de mesure de température et aux informations concernant la carac-
téristique de température du potentiel de surface pour chacune de la pluralité de régions.

3. Appareil de formation d’images selon la revendication 1 ou 2, comprenant en outre :

des moyens de stockage (300, 301) conçus pour stocker des informations concernant une caractéristique de
décroissance du potentiel indiquant une caractéristique de décroissance du potentiel pour chacune des régions
en lesquelles la surface des moyens photoconducteurs est divisée dans leur direction longitudinale ;
dans lequel les moyens de commande ont pour fonction de modifier la condition d’exposition pour une exposition
effectuée par les moyens d’exposition conformément au résultat de mesure des moyens de mesure de tempé-
rature et aux informations concernant la caractéristique de décroissance du potentiel pour chacune de la pluralité
de régions.

4. Appareil de formation d’images selon la revendication 1 ou la revendication 2, comprenant en outre :

des moyens de stockage (300, 301) conçus pour stocker des informations concernant une caractéristique de
décroissance du potentiel indiquant une caractéristique de décroissance du potentiel pour chacune d’une plu-
ralité de régions en lesquelles la surface du photoconducteur est divisée dans sa direction longitudinale et dans
une direction transversale à la direction longitudinale,
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dans lequel les moyens de commande ont pour fonction de modifier la condition d’exposition pour une exposition
effectuée par les moyens d’exposition conformément au résultat de mesure des moyens de mesure de tempé-
rature et aux informations concernant la caractéristique de décroissance du potentiel pour chacune de la pluralité
de régions.

5. Appareil de formation d’images selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 4, comprenant en outre :
des moyens de détection de point de données (16) conçus pour détecter un point de données des moyens photo-
conducteurs.

6. Appareil de formation d’images selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 5, dans lequel les moyens photo-
conducteurs comportent un matériau non monocristallin qui contient des atomes de silicium en tant que matrice et
au moins l’un d’atomes d’hydrogène et d’atomes d’halogène.

7. Appareil de formation d’images selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 6, ne comportant pas de moyens de
commande de température configurés pour ajuster une température des moyens photoconducteurs.

8. Procédé de formation d’images consistant à :

charger une surface d’un photoconducteur ;
exposer la surface chargée du photoconducteur pour former sur celle-ci une image électrostatique ;
fixer un toner à l’image électrostatique et développer l’image électrostatique sous la forme d’une image de
toner ; et
commander (S107) une condition d’exposition pour ladite exposition conformément à des informations d’images,
comprenant le modification de la condition d’exposition pour l’exposition dans la direction longitudinale du
photoconducteur ;
caractérisé par le fait de :

mesurer (S201 ; S301) des températures à au moins deux positions différentes dans la direction longitu-
dinale des moyens photoconducteurs (1) ; et
déterminer (S203 ; S303) une répartition de température des moyens photoconducteurs (1) dans leur
direction longitudinale sur la base des températures mesurées auxdites différentes positions ;
caractérisé en outre en ce que la commande (S107) de ladite condition d’exposition consiste en outre à
modifier (S204, S205 ; S304, S305) ladite condition d’exposition dans la direction longitudinale des moyens
photoconducteurs sur la base de la distribution de température déterminée.
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